
Caring for your comfort
improving quality of life



A demonstraon is a great way to see our beds in 
acon, le ng you choose which product is the right 
one for you and allowing you to learn more about 
all the features they offer.

Booking a demonstraon is incredibly easy and can 
be arranged at your convenience. Find a product 
yyou are interested in; Contact us; We will arrange 
a date, me and place for the demonstraon; Our 
highly experienced specialist assessor arrives for 
your free demonstraon and or assessment.

Visit our website for all the latest informaon on our products, specificaons, manuals and 
blogs. The informaon is there in a click. See the services available and our contact details

Follow us, Like us. Join us on :  Facebook, Twier, Instagram, YouTube, Pinterest and LinkedIn

Welcome…
Centrobed is a family business that has been providing moving and handling soluons. With a product 
range spanning nearly 40 years, we have built solid relaonships with our clients to ensure their 
individual needs are met. Bespoke, bariatric and paediatric beds are our speciality, but should you not 
find what you are looking for our experienced staff will be pleased to discuss your requirements



Contact out Sales Team on 01233 635353 for a copy.

Centrobed’s sister company KIHTO Healthcare 
hires equipment into the community.

A range of beds and portable moving and handling equipment for hire, from standard profiling beds to 
turning beds, leg liers to pillow liers. Hiring equipment assists in the reducon of capital outlay.
Short or long term hire available.



“The cool design and look of the bed is so 
pleasing. Aer having a plain looking profiling 
hospital bed, it is such a relief having ‘a normal’ 
looking bed, with a cool design. Also, the fact 
we can change the designs  as he grows older 

is such a bonus. As for comfort and 
ppraccality, it has been a god send”

Christopher Gibbins lives with his family in Hereford; he has been diagnosed with the most severe form of 
Muscular Dystrophy. Whilst he has use of a wheelchair he is dependent on his family. Claire & Colin wish 
their son to have a comfortable family life and to be able to enjoy home, however he is confined to only 
two rooms in the house. His parents would love for him to be comfortable in his surroundings and enjoy 
home life. They were determined that Chris will be able to have access upstairs as well as downstairs. They 
are a close family and his parents adore Christopher.

DIY SOS DIY SOS contacted Centrobed about Christopher; suffering from Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy, there is 
unfortunately no cure for this genec disorder. It is a progressive muscle degeneraon and weakness which 
is caused by an absence of dystrophin, a cell that helps to keep muscle cells intact. He was oen seen to be 
very unsteady when walking and struggled with stairs and is now dependent on a motorised wheelchair to 
get around as full mobility has become an issue. Christopher also has respiratory complicaons as the 
muscle layer around the heart and diaphragm has weakened.

Christopher always struggled to get himself comfortable since he was a toddler, and now with the Arcc bed 
which is a mul-posioning and mulwhich is a mul-posioning and mul-funconal profiling and turning bed, Christopher is able to sit up single
handed, he can move the bed independently during the night so that he can adjust his sleeping posion and 
have a comfortable night’s sleep. Also having this type of bed eliminates the need for his parent’s assistance 
throughout the night as the bed can be programmed to turn Christopher during the night, at regular intervals. 
Christopher also suffers with a bad chest, he can now have his head raised slightly which then helps with his 
breathing and reduces his coughing during the night.

NNow 5 years later Christopher is sll using the bed that improve the lives of Christopher and his family in 
several aspects, providing Christopher with a secure, more comfortable bed that reduces the symptoms of 
his disorder and gives his family confidence and peace of mind knowing that their son is safe and will have 
a good night’s sleep: “He does not like going to the hospice for respite as they do not have specialist beds, 
he finds it impossible to get comfortable and gets very lile sleep. As a 13 year old he is unique, as he looks 
forward to going to bed. He loves his Centrobed,when he gets home he kisses his bed.”

Arcc Turning Bed Case Study 2534
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The Arcc is a mul posional mulfunconal bed that can accommodate even the most complex needs. Due to 
the configuraon of the frame it allows a client to sit and turn at the same me. Individual leg movements are 
standard. The Arcc is an automac, programmable turning bed. With so many varying posions the client or 
carer can adjust  the bed to suit their individual needs, helping with breathing, coughing and comfort, reducing 
the me it takes to reposion, In effect it is hands free turning.

Turning Beds

Arcc Bed

Balc Bed
The Balc bed is our fully profiling six acon turning bed. The turning funcons of this bed will help the client be 
more independent, comfortable and will reduce the strain on the carers. Because of the nature of these beds they 
are made to the clients individual requirements.
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‘Thank you for my exceponal bed and many 
hours of sleep in my comfortable bed’

For 2 years, Eileen, an 83 year old woman was unable to sleep in a proper bed. When trying to do so, she 
would have difficulty finding comfort or face trouble when trying to get in and out of bed, instead having 
to sleep in a chair.

However, this problem which Eileen faced was resolved when she started using the Timor Chair Bed
designed specifically for her own needs by Centrobed: “I thank you from the boom of my heart, this 
has meant I can go to bed for the first me in 2 years instead of sleeping in a “Relax-a-chair”[…] The 
head and head and footboard are excellent such an improvement especially the footboard Carl fied on – a must 
for “us oldies.”

The Timor Chair Bed is designed with a unique seat acon that takes you effortlessly from laying to sing 
to standing, it is a made to measure bespoke bed chair – idenfying and making the correct start height, 
seat depth and back rest secons to fit individuals of any height. The main funcons of the Timor are, 
head up, leg up, stand up and sliding seat designed to move you back into bed when laying down, all 
operated by an easy to use handset. This provides people such as Eileen with an alternave to hoisng or 
sleeping in a chaisleeping in a chair, encouraging independence and mobility making the Timor a product which can fulfill 
the purpose of three: a bed, a chair and a hoist. This increased mobilisaon the Timor provides assists in 
the prevenon of pressure ulcers complimenng exisng pracce and playing an important part for 
community care pressure sore prevenon and the reducon of admission to hospital.

The Timor also reduces the risk of moving and handling injury, with a pressure relieving maress which 
matches hospital specificaon, helping provide someone with a more comfortable experience. Eileen is 
parcularly parcularly fond of the design of her Timor Bed: “With the footboard on it is excellent, I can ease myself 
back on the bed as it is coming up, I cannot tell you how much it means to me and I am sure it will for 
others, a tremendous help, now I don’t feel I am sliding. The bed is so comfortable and I average 4 hours 
[of sleep] a night which is good for me.”

Thanks to the Timor Bed Chair, people like Eileen are able to sleep more comfortably, safely and are able 
to transion in and out of bed with lile difficulty.

Timor Chair Bed - Case Study 1407
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The Timor is an alternave to hoisng or sleeping in a chair thus assisng independence. The Timor will take you from
laying to sing and then to standing with lile or no effort. The riser recliner acon enables the legs to go down easily
whilst supporng the back of the legs and also the spine. It has a three part maress that bends with the movement
of the bed.

Chair Beds

Timor Chair Bed

Timor Nurser Bed/Chair
The Timor Nurser has all the features of the Timor but also offers a high/low acon from the horizontal bed posion, 
making nursing in the home easier for the carer. One product replaces 3 Chair - Bed - Hoist



This Antarcc is a 4 secon profiling bed. With its integral 
aracve wooden head and foot boards and side rails this
bed allows paents to sustain full comfort with its head 
lt and knee break.

Profiling Beds

Antarcc Budget Bed

Jupiter Profiling Bed
This fully profiling bed provides comfort at the 
touch of a buon and it's easy to use electric 
handset. The Jupiter allows flexibility and 
stability with its mulfuncon and can assist 
with individual requirements. 
An ideal bed for community use.
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The Ionian stand up bed moves from horizontal to vercal 
and has been developed for use by individuals that are 
unable to bend when ge ng into or out of bed, therefore 
enabling greater independence. All our beds are bespoke 
and can be tailored to not only meet the individuals specific 
needs but also their physical measurements.

Profiling Beds

Ionian Stand Up Bed

Banda Plaorm Bed
The Banda bed plaorm is simple but effecve with its 
high/low feature. The Banda is designed to help with 
transferring and to relieve strain on the carer. The frame 
itself can be painted in a colour of your choice to 
compliment the surroundings in a room. Ideal to place 
next to a bed enabling 2 people with diffrent needs to 
sleep nsleep next to each other.

8t: 01233 635353
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Hudson Amputee Bed
The Hudson increases stability and allows the client 
effortless movement to posion correctly whilst 
reducing pressure on the stump. The Hudson is 
available for either a single or double amputee 
manufactured bespoke sizes to suit individual 
needs. With a high low acon the Hudson assists 
in the tin the transfer in or out of bed.

The Saturn is ideal for a bedroom with restricted 
space or for someone who does not require head 
or footboard. If you want a bed that is inconspicuous 
and will blend into a bedroom then the Saturn is 
an ideal choice for you. Low start from 10". 
Any width available.

Saturn Profiling Bed



The Tungsten takes into consideraon unpredictable excess 
flesh movements that can change weight distribuon.
Manufactured with a reinforced frame that will support 
and stand up to the increased weight with no rocking.
Strength – Stability – Increasing Weight – Larger Sleeping 
area – Increased flexibility for carers.

Bariatric

Tungsten Bed

Titanium Bed
The Titanium takes into consideraon unpredictable 
excess  flesh movements that can change weight 
distribuon. Manufactured with a reinforced frame 
that will support and stand up to the increased weight 
with no rocking.
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Paediatric

Quoddy a bed that grows
The Quoddy is a fully profiling, high/low bed that grows with your child. Choose your theme and a colour 
coordinated frame. We currently have a wide selecon of different themes or you can have a theme of your 
choice.

A paediatric bed needs to fit the child and ours certainly do. Gaps in the bed are the primary concern when 
choosing a bed for a child. Centrobed have made sure there are NO GAPS that can put a child at risk of entrapment. 
The bed is made to fit the child, with the backrest and knee-break bending in the correct place. The Quoddy expands 
ffrom 60” to 66” then to 72” in 3 easy pull out stages. (Other sizes available)
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The Caribbean combines the unique features of the Quoddy and 
the Arcc to create one amazing comfortable bed. Unique in its
design and ability to transform family life. 

The Caribbean is a paediatric fully profiling bed that, turns, has 
independent leg movement and will grow with the child. This 
specialist bed has a wide range of movements available that can 
help childhelp children reposion  and find comfort with minimal 
intervenon. 

The Caribbean is suitable for children of all ages, from toddler to 
teen with a starng length of 60” growing to 66” then finally 72”. 
The Caribbean can have its frame and panels customized to the 
user’s own personal choice, choose the colour and the theme to 
match a room.

Paediatric
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“Thank You all for helping me
get a good safe nights sleep :)
#theresNoBedLikeACentrobed”

Summer Finlay is a six year old girl living with Spina Bifida; she had a hole in her spine leaving her nerves 
exposed and making her paralysed from the chest down, relying on a wheelchair full me and the daily 
care of her family. She also has Hydrocephalus leading to an excess build-up of fluid on the brain leaving 
it vulnerable to damage. Summer has already had mulple brain and spinal surgeries as well as regular 
appointments at a hospital in London. Thanks to local charies including the Hasngs Community and 
Hasngs United Football Club raising money, Centrobed was able to provide Summer with a specialist 
Quoddy bed.Quoddy bed.

Summers bed was bespoke and made to fit her individual needs such as having a backrest and knee break 
in the appropriate places. Centrobed ensures that there are no gaps in their Quoddy beds that can put a 
child at risk of entrapment. The Quoddy is designed to grow with the child and will expand to 3 different 
lengths starng at 152cm then growing to 168cm and finally ending at 183cm.

The Quoddy bed allows Summer to sleep safely at night, because she likes to sleep up high, bumpers are 
fied to stop her falling out of bed. Summer is now able able to sit herself up in the mornings, that her 
bed bed was designed to be. with the simple push of a buon without any assistance from her parents. The bed 
also came with a unique lt funcon helping clear any possible chest infecons Summer could 
have, without her parents having to be present to roll her over, giving them extra rest at night.

The bed is not just customised and designed for praccal needs but was also personalised with headboards 
and bright colours making it perfect in any lile girl’s room.

Summer’s parents are also delighted with the Quoddy bed giving “All in all the bed has made night mes 
one less worry for us and she now enjoys ge ng into her bed. When a profiling bed was first menoned 
wwe imagined a hospital bed, we could never have imagined she would have something that looks this great. 
So thank you to everyone at Centrobed for making our daughters dreams a reality.”

Thanks to the Quoddy bed, Summer is now able to move and grow with increasing independence and her 
parents are more content with the knowledge that the bed is specially designed to ensure their daughter’s 
safety, giving everyone in the family a beer night’s sleep.

Quoddy Bed Case Study 3333
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All children want a bed that is fun! The Bali will support 
all their needs and sll won’t look any different from a
convenonal bed. The Bali is a fully profiling and high/low 
bed. Choose your theme and colour coordinated frame.
We currently have a wide selecon of different themes or 
you can choose your own theme of your choice. 

Paediatric

Bali Bed

Sulu Steps
The Sulu Steps are designed to increase mobility for 
the child, giving them independence in situaons 
where they would normally rely on others. The 
amazing so but supporve moveable steps can 
help a child to mobilise. There are so many uses.

Watch TV - Get into the bed or onto the sofa.

ImpImprove family life. 
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“I can’t fault this bed, I love it
and it has made such a

difference for us. Thank you
for everything.”

Freddie is a 5 year old boy born with Angelman Syndrome. Angelman Syndrome is a genec disorder 
affecng the person’s central nervous system leading to severe physical and mental disability. 
Regular symptoms for this disorder include a smaller head size, regularly occurring seizures from 
epilepsy and being more hyperacve and excitable than usual. This hyperacvity and easily excitable 
nature for Freddie makes it difficult for him to sleep in a bed or cot leading to abnormal sleep paerns 
and pu ng him more at risk of injury when in a standard cot. This sleep disorder negavely affects 
FFreddie’s body leading to further problems such as involuntary urinaon at night, redness during the 
day and problems with breathing,also create issues for Freddie’s family who also have their sleep 
affected, caring for Freddie at different intervals during the night.

However, many of these issues were resolved when Centrobed provided Freddie with a Flores Cot 
ensuring he is given a secure sleeping environment giving his family peace of mind and improved 
standard of sleep, his mother was clearly happy with the Flores: “I just wanted to say that Freddie’s 
bed has made such a difference to our lives for us as a family. It lets us sleep beer at night now we 
knknow he is safe and secure.”

The Flores Cot is a profiling bed with a high sided wooden surround designed to reduce the risk of injury 
to Freddie keeping it to a minimum. The Flores can be made with a person’s specific physical measurements 
in mind with the opon to have a bespoke width and height ensuring clients such as Freddie are given a 
Flores Cot that will fit them well. The Flores is designed with its fully profiling features and secure wooden
surround to encourage and improve a child such as Freddie’s sleeping paerns. These fully profiling opons 
along with its high/low funcon make it easier for his mother to access him without bending down and 
pu ng pu ng strain on her back: “We can adjust the height to make him comfortable and also makes changing 
him a lot easier. The maress is wipe clean that’s great for any accidents he has.” 

Another feature of the Flores is its macrolon windows which gives Freddie and his mother two key benefits. 
The first benefit is allowing Freddie to have visual reassurance, making the cot feel less restricve. The 
second posive of the macrolon windows is that his mother can now be more relaxed knowing Freddie is 
not at risk of injury in his cot: “With the clear windows I can put him in there while I’m doing bits with
his toys and know he is safe while I get on.”

Flores Cot Case Study 4068



Cots

Scoa Cot
The Scoa cot has high/low and a head raising funcon. 
Compe vely priced the Scoa will compliment a tradional 
nursery environment.

Bringing a baby home from special care into a safe 
environment is important for both baby and parent. When 
the Scoa is at its lowest posion the cot looks no different 
ffrom any other nursery cot. The cot will raise the child to 
enable you to li the child out with ease. The Scoa is 
ideal if a parent is recovering aer an illness and the child 
needs nursing. 

The Savu is a paediatric bed / cot that is both aracve and 
versale. Movements are turning, profiling, high/low along
with the sturdy beech wooden frame this makes a bed that 
is both aesthecally pleasing and safe. Door and side 
panels of your choice. Clear panel that allows the child to 
look around, whilst the other can have side folding down 
ffor nursing and care, or bi folding doors keeping the child 
safe yet easily accessible. The bed has been designed for 
safety with NO GAPS. Choose your own colour and theme 
from our wide range.

Savu Cot Bed

16t: 01233 635353

***Scoa surround design may vary from the pictures



Cots
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The Flores Cot bed has a high sided wooden surround with an 
electrically operated profiling bed frame. This specialist piece 
of equipment has been created to give a child a safe sleeping 
environment.

The Flores can be fied with bumpers all around to minimize 
the risk of injury or harm to an acve child or adult. . The Flores 
will also allwill also allow the child visual reassurance as macrolon windows 
have been incorporated replacing the tradional bars. The cot 
has access for a mobile hoist if required. The bed base is stac 
with the opon of fully profiling, high/low or turning.

Flores Cot



The unique design of the Spencer bed rails conform to the strict requirements for children. All gaps below 60 cm.
Fing snuggly to the Quoddy the Spencer bed rails do not extend reducing the risk of being misused without bumpers.
Bed packages are available to upgrade the Spencer bed rails when the Quoddy is extended.

Bed Rails

Spencer Children’s Bed Rails

Bed Rails
We offer a range of bed rails to fit to our beds.

Bed Rail 1 : 3 Bar fully collapsible extends 
to various lengths. Chrome finish.

Bed Rail 2 : 4 Bar fully collapsible extends to 
various lengths. Chrome finish.

Bed Rail 3 : Epoxy bed rail. Chrome finish

Padding and Bumpers
Wide range of padding available for bed rails and hoops.

Various lengths, heights and colours to compliment the beds.

Various finishes including solid colour and mesh

18t: 01233 635353
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Electrically powered Nile Leg Lier with a vinyl pad to li 
and support the transfer of legs into bed. Height adjustable 
and virtually silent the Nile comes with universal fi ngs to 
fit both divan or community profiling beds. Supplied with 
22mm brackets as standard. Bespoke sizes are available.

Leg Liers

Nile Leg Lier

Mawson Mobile Leg Lier
A unique mobile leg lier
The Mawson is easily wheeled from bed to bed allowing 
mul use. If used with a hospital bed the Mawson will 
wheel under the frame allowing the legs to be flush to 
the side of the bed for effortless transfer. No trailing 
wires, the Mawson operates using a rechargeable power 
pack. Combined with the Nile, bpack. Combined with the Nile, braked wheels and a 
removable hoop to hold onto for added reassurance 
when transferring. The Mawson mobile leg lier is ideal 
for Nursing homes, as it reduces the risk for carers.
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The Arabian stool is designed for use by nurses and care staff who deal with clients who need dressings/bandages
applied to the full length or part of the leg. The Arabian Stool is designed to li one leg at a me using one or both of
the two horizontal actuator driven pads, allowing easy access around the complete circumference of the limb.

Community Nurses and other health care professionals have a recurring problem when it comes to cleaning, dressing
or bandaging the leg. Oen the legs are heavy due to condions such as Lymphoedema. The bandaging requires up to
4 l4 layers and prior to applicaon the leg needs to be cleaned. Supporng the swollen or infected leg is difficult as the
paent will need to have either one of them raised for up to one hour and will oen require two nurses. Using the
horizontal pads during bandaging allows the limb to be supported reducing the need for two nurses. With bandaging
needing to be done regularly, using the Arabian stool can result in a significant cost and me saving.

Winner of best new product 
at Moving and Handling 2012

Bandaging Stool

Arabian Stool



This versale product has the benefit of being able 
to be used ON or UNDER (Ulmate 3 or 7) the 
maress. On a double bed it allows one person to 
be lied without disturbing the partner if on top 
of the maress. The Ulmate is portable, stable, 
has a silent acon and is low maintenance.

Pillow Liers

Ulmate Pillow Lier

Bering Pillow Lier
With all the features of the Ulmate this low maintenance 
Bering Pillow lier is designed to take a higher weight limit..
With the top cushion removed the frame will fit easily under 
the maress, fully supporng the person.
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Accessories

Pillow Holder / Pillow Clips

Maresses

Stopper

Head & Footboards
Centrobed provide a range of head & footboards in any colour ,picture theme and design, 
fabrics, padded and wood

This can be used to prevent your client sliding 
down the bed or maress movement. The 
stopper can also be used to hold the maress 
in place when using a Maress Variator.

Hoops

There will be no more losing your pillow with this 
revoluonary  design, which fits over the top of 
your bed and holds your pillow in place no maer 
what height your backrest is raised to or a pack of 
2 pillow clips to help stop pillows slipping on a 
profiling bed.

Various size and shaped hoops are available to fit all of our beds to assist with turning, transfer 
and support.

Centrobed offer a range of maresses to suit all 
beds to suit with various health condions and 
pressure relieving maresses. 

Foam - Visco - Air Systems - Hybrid air system

RAL 9005

RAL 7024

RAL 6001
RAL 6018
RAL 5025

RAL 6034
RAL 5005
RAL 5015
RAL 5022
RAL 4007
RAL 4005

RAL 4010
RAL 3015

RAL 1015
RAL 1001

RAL 1001

RAL 9003

NO RAL - 
Wheel Sliver

RAL 8003

RAL 2004
RAL 3020
RAL 1018

RAL 3020

RAL 9016
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We offer a range of hire services on a variety of Profiling Beds, Turning Beds, 
Chair Beds, Leg Liers and Pillow Liers. 

With hiring available from one week you can decide the length of hire, the longer 
the term the lower the weekly rate. So whether you have a requirement for short 
term or long term, KIHTO Healthcare has the soluons for you, covering all needs 

for the client or the carer. Hire the product before you purchase.
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